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Gambling safeguards receive public support
Positive feedback on proposal to limit visits
to curb problem gambling, says govt
By Grace Leong
gleong@sph.com.sg
Singapore
THE government has received
feedback on its proposals to beef
up casino regulations – the majority of which were in the area of social safeguards.
“Many members of the public
supported the proposal to impose a limit on the number of visits that financially vulnerable patrons can make to the casinos,”
said the government in a statement yesterday.

“They appreciated that the visit limit system offers an intermediate option, in circumstances
where an entry ban under casino
exclusion may seem overly
harsh.”
The feedback was collated in
a four-week public consultation
exercise that ended on Aug 6.
“In total, we received close to
40 letters on the Reach portal,”
said the statement. “Besides
these, the government also consolidated suggestions and views
reported in the media and feed-

back sent directly to the various
government agencies.
“During the public consultation period, the National Council
on Problem Gambling (NCPG)
convened four closed-door consultation sessions with stakeholders from various community,
grassroots, religious and social
service groups. Apart from these,
the government also held consultation sessions with the integrated resort (IR) operators.
“Based on the feedback received, we found the public to be
generally in favour of the government’s proposed amendments to
sharpen our casino regulations
and to ensure that the IRs continue to contribute to Singapore’s

tourism industry. The majority of
the feedback supported the government’s move to protect financially vulnerable Singaporeans
from the harm of casino gambling.”
Proposals to allow family exclusion orders to be issued even
if the gambler is absent or uncooperative, and mandatory counselling for those who apply to revoke an exclusion order also received general public support.
Opinions were mixed on the
issue of entry levies. While some
called for an increase, others said
that may push people to go
abroad to gamble or turn to other forms of gambling. While
there are no plans to change the

entry levy for now, the government said that it would continue
to review and, if necessary, enhance social safeguards against
gambling.
There were also mixed views
on proposals to impose substantially higher penalties against casino operators by raising the limit to 10 per cent of the casino’s total gross gaming revenues, from
$1 million now, should they be
subject to disciplinary action by
the Casino Regulatory Authority
(CRA).
CRA said there would be proper due process in place before it
proceeded with disciplinary actions and before it made a decision on penalties.

Too few Mad Men in Singapore
By Joyce Hooi
joyceh@sph.com.sg
Singapore
IN an age of viral marketing and
pre-video YouTube ad reels, ads
with dubbed-over Gong Lis and
Shu Qis hawking shampoo continue to blanket whole regions in a
generic, scattershot format. Some
of it is Singapore’s fault.
Ogilvy & Mather’s chief creative officer in Singapore, Steve
Back, stops short of saying as
much, but allows that in Singapore, clients are “very conservative”.
“With all due respect to Singapore, it’s very small. It is a growth
print market . . . so the demand
for full integrated campaigns is
not as high as in other parts of the
world. There’s still a lot of room
for being transparent and telling
authentic stories,” said Mr Back.
“A lot of clients think they can
solve a lot of problems with one
ad across the region. The more
you travel, the more you get the
sense that you can’t. You need to
have a very strong big idea, extensively executed for each market.”
In Singapore, this one-ad effect is amplified as more companies base their regional headquarters here, which in turn make decisions for the rest of the Asian market.
This disinclination to push the
envelope cannot even be chalked
up to Asian reticence. “The Thais
are famous for their humour.
They produce fun TV ads, they’re
a bit mad,” Mr Back said.
Even so, Singapore held its
own in the Cannes Lions awards
held in June, picking up a slew of
awards across various categories.
This year, the award festival saw a
record 11,000 delegates and
34,000 entries.
“Singapore performed very,
very well. One of the interesting
things about this region is that if
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WHEN LIFE WAS SIMPLER
A still from Season 5 of ‘Mad Men’, the hit TV drama series about a US ad agency, set in the 1960s. The standard of advertising is rising in this
region, ‘where there is still a void in digital and in big integrated idea-driven thinking’, says Mr Savage
you look at how they performed
the last four or five years in terms
of the number of Lions won, it is
increasing year-on-year,” said Terry Savage, chairman of the
Cannes Lions festival.
“Where there is still a void in
digital and in big integrated
idea-driven thinking, which is
what you’re seeing emerge in a
lot of the Western countries.”
Elsewhere, political upheaval
has given way to better creative
work. Mr Savage pointed out that
this year, the Middle Eastern markets – including Tunisia, Dubai
and Lebanon – won about 15 Lions awards. “If you looked at Tunisia five years ago, it was just not
on the map,” he said.

This year, an ad created by
Memac Ogilvy Tunisia to encourage voting showed angry Tunisians tearing down a poster of
now-ousted dictator Ben Ali – only to reveal a poster underneath
which said: “Beware, dictatorship
can return. On October 23rd,
vote.” It won a Gold Lion award at
this year’s Cannes Lions.
“Now, does creativity come
from pain, does it come from joy?
Who knows? The one thing that is
clear now is that the centres of excellence are everywhere. So the
concept that all the great work is
from Paris or New York or London is no longer the case,” said
Mr Savage.

‘Does creativity come from pain,
does it come from joy? Who
knows? The one thing that is
clear now is that the centres of
excellence are everywhere. So the
concept that all the great work is
from Paris or New York or
London is no longer the case.’
Terry Savage, chairman, Cannes Lions festival

